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Markets California-style:  
 The basics of AB 32 
 Economy-wide cap once fully implemented 
 Imported emissions are accounted for 

 Transportation fuels covered starting in 2015 

 80 million ton reduction in CO2e by 2020 
 62 million are achieved by “complementary measures”, 

i.e. regulations, expenditures 
 Anything those measures don’t achieve comes under 

the cap & trade program 
 There will be many marginal costs of control!  



Important market design elements 
 Declining cap  

 
 Many free allocations 

 Trade exposed industry: 90% based on output 
 Public electric utilities: free but… 
 IOUs get 100% free but they must consign to auction 

 
 Mandatory recording of ownership and of 

“beneficial interest” i.e. hidden ownership 
 



More market design elements 
 Three year compliance period, compliance 

entities must hold at least 30% of current 
obligation. 

 Price collar: auction reserve price ($10 and 
rising) and price containment reserve (PCR): 7% 
of cap 
 More on this later 



Limits on banking 
 Banking is allowed but is limited 
 Tight limits on ownership: holding limits 

 Fixed absolute limit only binds large participants 
• Starts at 6 million, 11 million after 2014 

 Limits relaxed for allowances in non-tradable 
“compliance” accounts – up to prev. year’s use 

 Holding limits will bind large utilities and 
refiners, among others, and very soon 

 Holding limits were justified as a hedge against 
market manipulation 



The auction 
 Quarterly uniform price / sealed bid 

 Price is last accepted bid 
 Reserve price:  

 $10 rising at 5% plus the expected inflation rate 
 Some must consign to the auction, others may 
 Unsold allowances held until two auctions in a row 

close above the reserve price  
 Then sold at the next auction 
 No limit on the amount 



Purchase and holding limits 
 Bids in the auction are subject to purchase 

limits by auction and to aggregate holding limits 
 Any bids that would exceed either are disallowed 
 Limits apply to groups of related entities 

 Auction purchase limits (first two years only) 
 These do not apply to required consignment 



Reserve sales 
 The PCR sales are a strange mix of fixed price 

offer and pay-as-bid auction 
 Reserve is divided into three equal lots or tiers: $40, 

$45, and $50 (increasing at 5% plus inflation) 
 Bidders bid amounts in each of the price tiers 
 Bids are honored by lot until that tier is exhausted 
 Pull-down rule when lower tiers not exhausted 
 Random assignment if oversubscribed 
 This is an interesting mechanism!  



Questions we address 
 

 Do holding limits harm market function? 
 Treatments: loose v. tight holding limits 

 Does the form of reserve sale affect outcomes? 
 Treatments: California v. RGGI reserve sale 

 
 Measures 

 Liquidity, price discovery, price variability, and 
efficiency 

 



Lab setup 
 U.Va. economics lab; Veconlab software 
 No communication, private values 
 12 periods per session 
 12 experienced subjects, all U.Va. students 

 $6 to show, average earnings $50 
 ½  hour to read instructions, one hour of trading 

 Random private costs, redrawn each period 
 



Experimental environment 
 High and low emitter roles (6 each) 

 5 production units each, low emitters must run 3  

 Half must consign all to auction, half may consign 
 Declining cap with random spikes in demand for permits 

 Low-hydro years have high output price, probability: 0.3 
 Must run goes up to 4 for low and 1 for high 

 Compliance check every three periods 
 Penalties 3 for 1 for each unit in deficit 

 Purchase limits and holding limits 
 Trading accounts and compliance accounts 
 Free allocations at first but decline to zero 

 

 



Decision sequence 
1. Observe output price 
2. Consign of permits to auction (some must, some may) 
3. Observe total auction quantity at offer this period 
4. May move permits from trading to compliance 
5. Enter bids; limited by bid limits, maybe by holding limit 
6. Observe outcome on own bids and auction closing price 
7. Post limit offers to buy and/or sell in spot market 
8. Decide how many units to produce 
9. Observe earnings and account totals 

 



Holding limits 

 Implemented as a protection against 
manipulation 

 Modeled loosely on derivatives rules 
 Do they make sense here? 

 May do more harm than good 
 Probably make manipulation more likely 



Holding limits hurt liquidity 





Holding limits add uncertainty 



Holding limits reduce efficiency 



Rank-sum tests 

Wilcoxon tests 
  Liquidity Price variability Efficiency 
Loose/Tight holding limits       

Session block 2 Z = -2.31 Z = 2.02 Z = -1.7321 
 (N = 8) p-value = 0.03 p-value = 0.057 p-value = 0.1143 

        
Session blocks 1 & 2 Z = -2.23 Z = 2.13 Z = -1.8358 

 (N = 14) p-value = 0.03 p-value = 0.028 p-value = 0.075 
        
Post auction/In auction sale       

Session block 3 Z = -0.29 Z = 0 Z = -0.29 
(N = 8) p-value = 0.89 p-value = 1 p-value = 0.89 



Regression results 
on holding limits 

 
Panel, random effects 
Arellano HAC 



Price containment reserve 

 In auction vs. California 3 tier sale 
 Pattern of use is very different 
 Many allowances are purchased early 

 Could cause shortage later 
 Does not generate any measurable 

differences in liquidity, price, or efficiency 
 Price containment reserve market effects 

need much more research! 



Price containment  



More reserve used with tight 
holding limits 



The policy cycle: a parable 
 Concerns over price volatility   => 
 3-year compliance periods       => 
 Concerns over “hold-up” manipulation => 
 Need to limit ownership                    => 
 High price variability (and low liquidity) 

 So we end up with the worst of both worlds 

 
 We can break this cycle with effective design 

 Price collar with hard floor and cap (and cap adjustment?) 
 Increased auction frequency 
 Other ideas? 



 

 Thank you 
 
 

Disclosure: This work was funded in part by the U.S. EPA and in part 
by Pacific Gas & Electric, along with a group of funding partners. The 
research design was submitted to the California Air Resources Board 
for comment prior to its implementation. 
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